10 Master degrees are members of the Graduate Programme Information and Knowledge Society

- MSc in Philosophy, speciality Contemporary philosophy
  M2
  more info: [flyer](#)

- MSc in Psychology, speciality Neuro-cognitive processes and affective sciences
  M1 and M2
  more info: [flyer](#) or [website](#)

- MSc in Cognitive science, speciality Cognitive sciences for business purposes
  M1 and M2
  more info: [flyer](#) or [website](#)

- MSc in Life Science and Technology
  M1 and M2
  more info: [flyer](#) or [website](#)

- MSc in Computer science, speciality Internet of things
  M1 and M2
  more info: [website](#)

- MSc in Mathematics speciality Mathematics
  M2
  more info: [website](#)

- MSc in Mathematics and applications, speciality Scientific computing
  M2
  more info: [flyer](#)

- MSc in Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies, speciality E-tech
  M1 and M2
  more info: [website](#)

- MSc in Physics, speciality Complex systems, optics, lasers
  M2
  more info: [website](#)

- MSc in Data science
  M1 and M2
  more info: [website](#)